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Computational Modeling of Hole Distortion in
Extruded Microstructured Optical Fiber Glass
Preforms
Mohamed Trabelssi, Heike Ebendorff-Heidepriem, Kathleen A. Richardson,
Tanya M. Monro, and Paul F. Joseph

Abstract—Extrusion of glass preforms that are used to draw
microstructured optical fibers was simulated using
computational mechanics. The study focused on a preform with
a cross-section geometry that contains 36 holes arranged in three
hexagonal rings. Symmetry allowed for the modeling of a thirty
degree portion of the cross-section, which included five holes
within this reduced computational domain. The simulations took
into account flow through an array of 13 feed holes, flow along
five circular pins to create the holes, exit from the die and the
development of a constant profile for the cross section of the
preform. The primary concern in the study was exploring the
capacity of the model to reproduce the observed distortion of the
extruded holes, i.e., the difference between the holes that develop
and the negative of the pin arrangement, by taking into account
the complexity of the flow. The key features that describe the
model are viscous flow, uniform temperature, interface slip using
the Navier friction model and the assumption of a steady-state
solution. Validation of the procedure was based on a comparison
between the predicted cross-section and an actual preform. The
results show that distortion of the holes is rather sensitive to the
level of friction, which provides insight into reducing the
magnitude of distortion in future experimental work.
Index terms—Computational, Extrusion, FEM, Friction, Glass
Preform, Microstructured Optical Fiber, Photonic Crystal Fiber,
Wall Slip
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I. INTRODUCTION
The billet extrusion process for the manufacture of
preforms used to draw microstructured optical fibers (MOFs)
has been shown to be a robust and versatile approach that
works for a wide range of glass types [1,2]. Contrary to other
approaches such as stacking [3,4], drilling [5-7] and casting
[8,9] which have limitations in terms of geometry [10] and
surface quality [11-13], billet extrusion appears to provide a
nearly unlimited range of possibilities in terms of the
geometric arrangement of holes that can be achieved within a
cross-section [1,2]. To reach its full potential, however, for
some preform shapes [1,14] it is necessary to account for
distortion and drift of the holes in the preform, i.e., the
difference between the pattern of the die exit and that of the
final preform, in order to optimize die design to achieve a
targeted geometry. The importance of a precise hole pattern
for realizing specific optical characteristics has been studied
in [15-17]. These computational studies, which focus on the
optical characteristics of an existing fiber, show how
imperfect geometries prevent the predicted optical properties
of the fiber designs from being achieved, and this is especially
problematic for distortions that are located closer to the core
of the fiber.
In the current study, the impact of glass flow in complex
dies on hole distortion and drift is demonstrated using
computational modeling of the extrusion process. The
distortion of the holes within a glass preform is analogous to
lens profile deviation in precision lens molding [18]. Just as
the final lens takes on a different shape from the mold, the
final cross section of the preform has geometry different than
that defined by the pins, both in shape and location.
Furthermore, in the manufacture of precision lenses and
MOFs a relatively high viscosity in the range of 10 7 – 109 Pa∙s
must be used. Therefore, interface slip between the glass and
die/mold surface occurs [19-23], which has been shown to
affect size and shape [22,24] of the resulting component.
II. DIE GEOMETRY
In this paper, a die type that is used to extrude preforms
with cladding holes arranged in a concentric hexagonal
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Fig 1. Die insert chambers and modeling domains used in the
convergence study.
structure is considered. The MOFs made from such preforms
are referred to as photonic crystal fibers (PCFs).
The primary feature in the computational model is in
accounting for the geometric complexity of the die consisting
of a die outer and a die insert as shown in the schematic in
Figure 1. Compared to extrusion of a solid rod [22], the die
includes an insert consisting of a disk with feed holes and
protruding pins [25]. Referring to Figure 1, the insert forms
two chambers. The leading chamber has a pattern of axially
aligned feed holes within a circular disk and is called the
feeding chamber. The feed holes control the glass flow into
the welding chamber, which consists of a pattern of axially
aligned pins that are supported by the disk. The holes in the
preform are created as glass flows over the end of the pins.
This pattern creates the lattice of holes in the cross-section of
the preform.
Each group of feed holes belonging to the same hexagon
is called a feed hole ring. Similarly, each pin group arranged
in the same hexagon is called a ring. In the present study, the
pins and the feed holes have been organized in the design
presented in Figure 2. The pattern duplicates what was used in
the studies of Ebendorff-Heidepriem and Monro [1, 23], and
was based on the limited geometrical data made available in
those studies. Specifically, the feed hole diameters were given
as 0.8 mm, the feeding chamber length was 4 mm and the pin
diameters were 1 mm [1,23]. Referring to Figure 1, the
welding chamber length (same as pin length), the welding
chamber diameter and the diameter of the exit of the upper
region were not provided. While the actual (confidential)
values from the experiment were used for all the results
presented in this paper, values as defined in Figure 1 were
selected for performing the convergence study.
The geometry in Figure 2 reveals how a 30 degree portion
with only five different pins is sufficient to analyze the entire
cross-section when symmetry is taken into account. The
reference system for the pins is also provided in this figure.

Fig 2. Feed holes (grey), pins (white) and symmetry planes in
the full die insert cross-section and the thirty degree region
used in the simulations.
While taking advantage of symmetry provides a
simplification of the complete model, the remaining structure
is still fairly complicated due to the presence of 13 feed holes
and 6 free surfaces.
The key point in this study is that the resulting pattern of
holes in the preform caused by a particular feed hole and pin
arrangement is not the precise negative of the pins. Due to the
complexity of the glass flow, the cross section of the preform
undergoes deformations as the glass exits the welding
chamber and continues to rearrange beyond the die exit.
Essentially the mechanism of “die swell” occurs throughout
the cross section, which enlarges the cross section as the flow
exits the die, and also changes the location and shape of each
hole as the flow exits the end of each pin. While the
hexagonal structure of the holes in the preform is relatively
similar to its pin negative for the entire cross section of the
preform, from an optical point of view the distortions in the
shape and position of each hole can be significant [15-17]. An
understanding of the flow mechanisms that lead to these
changes in the cross section is required.
III. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT WITH STRUCTURAL
RELAXATION
In this section the impact on hole distortion due to heating
and cooling are considered to see if temperature nonuniformity should be accounted for in the modeling. Based on
experience with precision lens molding, structural relaxation
(temperature history dependent thermal expansion) was
shown to be a dominant mechanism for the shape change of a
lens [18, 24]. In order to understand the role of structural
relaxation in MOF extrusion, a numerical experiment was
performed in which a stress-free glass preform was cooled

from a typical extrusion temperature to room temperature,
using the thermo-mechanical viscoelastic material parameters
for L-BAL35 glass obtained from Ananthasayanam et al. [18].
The objective was to determine the order of magnitude of the
distortion due to the complex thermal effects encountered
during heating and cooling relative to the experimentally
observed cross-sectional distortion from EbendorffHeidepriem and Monro [1]. The computational results [26]
revealed that the displacement field had to be magnified by a
factor of 500,000 in order to have the distortion on the same
scale as that of the extruded preform. The results show that
glass structural relaxation cannot account for the large shape
change observed in such preforms and can be neglected.
Further simplification in the modeling can be made based
on how the glass is heated. In an extrusion trial, the glass and
die are first heated up to and allowed to equilibrate at the
fixed extrusion temperature before the force is applied.
During the extrusion process, the extrusion temperature is
kept constant within less than ±1 oC. The die exit is situated
within the hot zone of the furnace. Based on these
experimental conditions, it was assumed that the glass within
the die and for a short length below the die exit is heated
sufficiently to achieve a uniform temperature and this
temperature is maintained during the extrusion, i.e., cooling as
the preform exits the die is neglected. Therefore, the
simulations assume uniform temperature, which is reflected
by constant viscosity.
IV. COMPUTATIONAL MODEL
A. Governing Equations, Boundary Conditions and Model
Assumptions
The Eulerian interpretation is used to simulate the
extrusion process. The governing equations are given by the
continuity and conservation of momentum equations as
follows:


    u   0 ,
t
 u


 u  u   p    T  f ,

t



(1)
(2)

where 𝜌 is the density of the glass, u is the velocity vector, p
is the pressure, T is the deviatoric stress tensor and f are the
body forces. When inertia and gravity forces are neglected
and when steady state extrusion of an incompressible
Newtonian fluid is considered, where T  u and  is the
shear viscosity, the equations reduce to:

u  0,
  u   p  0 .

(3)
(4)

Following the die swell study by Trabelssi, et al. [22],
inertia and gravity can be neglected due to the high viscosity
(> 107 Pa·s) and low ram speed (< 0.5 mm/min for a billet
diameter of about 30 mm) that are required to achieve the
desired optical quality. A key assumption made in the current

study is that steady state has been achieved, which neglects
the transient phase as the glass flows through the feed holes
and merges in the welding chamber. Indeed for some
processing conditions such merging does not occur properly,
which leads to a failed extrusion. The current study did not
address this possibility and assumes a successful extrusion
where the focus is on distortion of the holes. To make an
analogy with the actual process, the steady state assumption is
equivalent to assuming that the glass fills all chambers before
extrusion starts. The effect of surface tension on hole
distortion is also neglected due to high viscosity. While the
viscosity level helps to simplify the problem in the above
mentioned ways, it also makes interface slip more likely; thus
it cannot be neglected. Following Trabelssi et al. [22] and
Trabelssi and Joseph [20], the linear form of the Navier
friction model is used to describe the interface behavior
between the glass and the die. In this model the interface
friction, wall, is related to the relative sliding speed between
the die and the glass, uwall, by

 wall  kuwall ,

(5)

where k is the Navier friction coefficient. As discussed by
Trabelssi and Joseph [20], a non-dimensional form of the
friction coefficient is given by k×m/, where “m” corresponds
to a unit of a meter, the viscosity is given in Pa∙s, shear stress
is in Pa and the sliding speed is in m/s. In the current study
the logarithmic form, log(k×m/), will be used for this
parameter. Furthermore, the level of friction is assumed to be
the same at all surfaces where glass contacts the die outer and
the die insert with the feed holes and the pins. To better
understand the magnitude of the normalized friction
coefficient, in the die swell study by Trabelssi et al. [22]
normalized friction coefficients in the range of 2.5 <
log(k×m/) < 3.5 were obtained for three different glass types
contacting a stainless steel die for the same viscosity range of
interest as the current study. Furthermore, in the extrusion
study by Trabelssi, et al. [22], a no-friction response occurred
for approximately log(k×m/) < -1 while no-slip occurred
around log(k×m/) > 8, which gives an active range of the
normalized friction parameter as -1 < log(k×m/) < 8.
Trabelssi [26] demonstrated this range also applies to the
current study, however in general the range depends on the
physical problem. For example, for the ring geometry
considered by Trabelssi and Joseph [20], the active range was
approximately -2 < log(k×m/) < 6.
The boundary conditions must be defined on four
surfaces: inflow, outflow, free surfaces and the die/glass
interfaces. The free surfaces include the holes and the outer
surface of the extruded preform in the lower region. The
interfaces occur at the feed holes, the pins and the outer walls
of the upper region and the welding chamber. At the inflow of
the upper region the radial component of velocity vanishes
and the flow rate
R

Q  2  uz rdr ,
0

(6)

must be specified. At the outflow of the computational
domain tangential velocities are zero and the normal stress in
the axial direction is zero since gravity is neglected. Upon
emergence from the die all surfaces of the MOF preform are
free of stress. Along all die/glass interfaces tangential
velocities are imposed and the friction condition, Equation
(5), applies. Finally, along Planes 1 and 2, which are defined
in Figure 2, symmetry requires no flow in the circumferential
direction and the shear stress components, z and r, are
zero.
The flow profile at the inflow was simplified by replacing
the actual die shape upstream of the feed holes by a right
circular cylinder with a radius slightly larger than the disk
radius. Thus, at the inflow the flow rate 𝑄 was applied with a
velocity profile that corresponded to an axisymmetric flow in
a long cylinder with the same conditions of friction at the
wall. The two extremes of plug flow and Poiseuille flow
correspond to the no-friction and no-slip limits, respectively.
Following Trabelssi and Joseph [20] and Trabelssi et al. [22],
who demonstrated that for a given problem the final shape
depended on only the ratio of k/, it was determined that the
distortion results in the current study had this same
dependence. Values of viscosity used to test this behavior
ranged from 107 to 109 Pa∙s, which corresponds to the
operational range in experimental studies of optical preform
extrusion [1, 23]. Similarly, Trabelssi and Joseph [20] showed
that the friction calibration curves were not a function of the
flow rate for the linear form of the friction law given by
Equation (5). In the current study it was determined that the
distortion results were also independent of flow rate. Thus,
the results presented in this study were obtained by varying k
for constant values of viscosity and flow rate, which were
taken as  = 108 Pa∙s and Q = 6.0960×10-10 m3/s for the full
cross section. Note that such viscosity and flow rate values
have been used experimentally to extrude MOF preforms.
B. The Computational Domain
Referring to Figure 1, the length dimensions that define
the outer boundaries of the upper and lower regions of the
computational model had to be determined. Contrary to the
feeding and welding compartments that are physical parts of
the die, the two regions in Figure 1 are introduced for
computational reference. The dimensions of these regions
were based on convergence of the final shapes and locations
of the five holes, which were the convergence parameters
used throughout this study. Furthermore, convergence was
defined as having a result within 1% of the corresponding
result for the most detailed model that could be achieved.
Minimum values of the length of the computational domain
above the feeding chamber (upper region) and the length of
the preform (lower region) were determined to reduce
computational cost yet still achieve a sufficient level of
convergence. The length of the upper region, which was
modeled as a cylinder, is important to allow a smooth
reorganization of the flow from its axisymmetric inflow to the
correct profile as it enters the feed holes. Similarly, the lower
region must be long enough to allow the correct crosssectional length-independent profile to develop. Details of this

convergence study are provided in [26] and the final
dimensions of the model are presented in Figure 1.
Refinements:
At the feeding holes

Around
Pins

Mesh partitions (different shades)
Fig. 3. Regions of mesh refinement.
The convergence study was performed for a very high value
of friction which was determined to be the most difficult case
to converge.
C. Mesh presentation and convergence
To achieve accuracy a refinement of the mesh was
required in several locations, which are indicated in Figures 1
and 3. For a given pattern of feed holes, convergence becomes
more difficult as the space between the feed holes and the pins
decreases, since smaller elements are required to capture the
high gradients due to boundary layer effects, especially for
high values of friction. Convergence with respect to the mesh
was a task coupled with the above determination of the sizes
of the upper and lower regions. Furthermore, additional
details of the convergence study were presented by Trabelssi
[26], where two different die insert patterns were considered.
The convergence results presented below correspond to the
more complex of the two patterns and therefore apply to both.
The mesh was based entirely on sweeping meshed
surfaces in the axial direction for each of the compartments of
the die. Thus the mesh is completely free of tetrahedral
elements and is dominated by brick elements (there are a few
triangular prisms). Referring to Figure 1, due to the
complexity of the geometry several levels of refinement are
required at the glass/die boundaries, around all free surfaces,
and at both ends of the die compartments. The geometric
complexity requires a relatively large number of elements,
which requires significant computational power. To create a
reasonably uniform distribution of elements throughout each
cross section, extra partitions were added along the local
symmetry planes identified in Figure 3.
D. Mesh convergence study
Unlike glass extrusion of a solid rod such as in the study by
Trabelssi et al. [22], as shown in Figure 1 the flow in the
MOF extrusion process is divided into the upper region, the
feeding chamber, the welding chamber and the lower region.
Given the identification of the lengths of the upper and lower
regions as discussed in the previous section, the flow can be

divided into two major stages. The first stage is composed of
the upper region and the feeding chamber. The primary focus
of this stage is to distribute the glass flow among the feed
holes and have the flow emerge into the welding chamber
using a free outflow boundary condition. The second stage
consists of flow through and beyond the welding chamber,
which forms the final preform. The flow in the second stage
depends on convergence of the flow in the first stage.
Therefore, mesh convergence was achieved in two steps. In
the first step only the mesh density within the upper region
and the feeding chamber was studied. Based on this
convergence study, the subsequent step studied the mesh
density of the remaining region to ensure the convergence of
the final shapes of the five holes within the preform.
In the first stage, models of about 37,000, 76,000 and
130,000 elements were used. In the second stage
configurations of about 84,000, 108,000, 148,000, 202,000
and 224,000 elements were used. Through a systematic
procedure including the coupling of the two stages, it was
determined that the lowest density model for the first stage
combined with the case of 108,000 elements for the second
stage provided convergent results as compared to results from
the two highest element meshes.

7. This figure takes advantage of the 30 degree symmetry to
provide solutions for three different levels of friction in one
plot. The results show the complexity of flow in the welding
chamber and how in-plane flow and non-uniform axial flow,
which contribute to distortion, increase as friction increases.
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V. RESULTS
The primary focus of the study is the drift and the
distortion of the holes, i.e., the difference between the
location, size and shape of the pins and their resulting holes
created in the MOF preform following extrusion. The
distorted hole shapes as a function of the normalized Navier
friction parameter for the five holes as defined in Figure 2 are
presented in Figure 4. The results show the strong dependence
of distortion of the holes on friction and pin location. It is also
noted that even for no friction, which corresponds to the case
of log(k×m/) = -2, the holes experience drift and shape
change due primarily to in-plane flow and non-uniform axial
flow at the die exit for this welding chamber length. For
example, at the die exit the magnitude of the in-plane flow for
the no friction case is about 1/20 that of the no-slip case as
defined by either maximum or average values. As shown by
Trabelssi [26], flow rate through the feed holes is nearly
uniform for all levels of friction so the no friction case
requires less rearrangment as it flows through the welding
chamber. To visualize how the distortion in Figure 4 affects
the actual preform, in Figure 5 a quarter of the entire cross
section of the preform is presented for four different friction
coefficients.
Given the capability demonstrated by the results in Figure
5, a visual validation with the experimental results from
Ebendorff-Heidepriem and Monro [1] can be made by
selecting a friction coefficient that leads to a best match of the
hole shapes and the die swell. Comparisons between the
experimental and computational results are presented in
Figure 6 for such a friction coefficient (log(k×m/) = 4.29).
Given the severe distortions that can occur, the comparison in
this figure demonstrates the accuracy of the model.
In order to better understand how friction affects the
distortion, axial and in-plane flow profiles at a section
halfway through the welding chamber are provided in Figure

Hole5

Original
-2
2
3.1
3.9
8

Fig 4. Hole deformation and drift for the five holes for
different values of the non-dimensional friction parameter,
log(k×m/). The vertical coincides with the radial direction
for each hole. The shaded circle corresponds to the size (1
mm diameter) and relative location of the pin.
VI. DISCUSSION
The extrusion study by Trabelssi et al. [22] for a solid
glass preform for viscosity greater than 10 7 Pa∙s showed that
modeling slip with friction at the wall of the die is of primary
importance and must be accounted for. From the point of
view of material behavior, while modeling viscoelasticity
enhances the precision of the model, purely viscous material
behavior was shown to be an accurate first assumption that
reduces computational cost. This reduction was offset by the
added geometric complexity of MOF extrusion. In addition to

adding a series of holes with diameters that are much smaller
than the diameter of the channel, an axisymmetric model can
no longer be used since the die is fitted with an insert that
breaks the symmetry and adds the feed hole and pin
compartments.

upon exit from the die, which for such high viscosity and low
ram speed extrusion tends to move material radially outward
and is non-uniform in the circumferential direction.

No slip

No friction
log(k×m/)=3.58

No slip

Articulated “Cherry Picker”
photo: biggers
Fig 5. Preform geometry for different friction coefficients.

No friction

log(k×m/)=3.58
Fig 7. Flow profiles halfway through the welding chamber for
no-slip, no friction and an intermediate value.

Fig 6. Visual validation of the hole shapes between a
photograph of the actual preform [1] and the simulation for a
normalized friction coefficient of 4.29. The original locations
of the pins are also indicated.
The focus of the study was on how friction and die
geometry lead to distortion and drift of the holes in the cross
section. A specific geometry was addressed for which
experimental data was used in a validation.
Friction is the most interesting quantity affecting the
location and shape of each hole. As a general statement there
are three ranges of friction: low friction where slight changes
occur, high friction where an increase in friction does not
have a significant effect and an “active” friction interval
between the two where distortion is most sensitive to the level
of friction. Within the active friction interval (-1 < log(k×m/)
< 8) there are complex competing mechanisms that lead to
distortion. These mechanisms include die swell that is created

In addition in-plane flow and non-uniform axial flow occur
within the welding chamber lead to hole distortion and drift as
the flow exits from the tip of each of the pins. By far the most
complex flow occurs within the welding chamber, the length
of which is a very critical design parameter. If the welding
chamber is too short, the proper merging of the flow might
not occur. As the welding chamber length increases, the
outcome becomes less affected by the feed hole distribution
and eventually the flow will fully develop. In the high friction
cases, however, even for a fully developed flow, non-uniform
axial flow around the tip of a pin will contribute to distortion.
While the authors believe the experimental validation of
the model implies that the assumptions are justified, ideally
the friction coefficient would have been obtained in an
independent test. The best available information for the
normalized friction coefficient is the value of 3.55 that was
obtained in [22] using F2 glass, as compared to the coefficient
of 4.29 in the current study using SF57 glass for the same die
material. Because of this limitation, questions can be raised
on the relative importance of some factors that were neglected

in the modeling, such as gravitational effects, surface tension,
temperature non-uniformity, and viscoelastic material
behavior. The former two factors were neglected due to the
high viscosity. The case of a viscoelastic material response
was neglected due to the rather large computational burden it
would add without the expectation of a significant change in
results. Temperature non-uniformity within the die, especially
in the radial direction, if significant, will change the results
and as such, the applicability of the results in this study
requires sufficient heating to reach a constant temperature.
Experimentally, sufficient heating was employed by exposing
glass and die to the target extrusion temperature for 30-40 min
prior to applying a force and starting the flow through the
extrusion die. Finally, depending on the method of die
manufacture used, friction can vary between surfaces.
VII. CONCLUSION
Validation of the computational modeling approach for the
extrusion of MOF preforms allows for the following
conclusions:
 The complexity of distortion and drift of holes in a
MOF can be predicted using an isothermal viscous
model that accounts for interface slip with friction.
 Distortion tends to increase as friction increases and
is present even for the case of no friction.
 The most complex flow occurs within the welding
chamber and is most pronounced for high friction.
For the cases considered in this study a fully
developed flow profile was not reached within the
welding chamber.
 The most affected holes are near the center and near
the outer perimeter, consistent with experimental
observations [1]. Furthermore, each hole deforms
differently, which depends on position.
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